
The problem of food waste from residential houses is second largest
waste in the food industrial sector. Unimaginable food waste every year
brings serious problems to individuals, the environment and society.

People often face the dilemma of many foods. For example, buying a large
amount of ingredients due to promotion leads to waste, forgetting to
eat them in the refrigerator leads to waste, ingredients have expired
date in fridge, ordered ingredients that exceeds one's ability to
consume food.

How to manage (including: planning, purchasing, and storage) the food
in people's homes is a question worthy of discussion.
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FreshBox is targeting people who have NOT married or NOT formed a stable family
relationship, Especially 18-30 years old young people.

By optimizing food planning, purchasing process and food storage system at
home, FreshBox is trying to help young people eat healthier and fresher food and
reduce the financial expenditure of food.
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No specific person to do housework
Personal plans often changed
Money is limited
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secondary research 
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(Figure 1)

Food Recovery Hierarchy

Research Logic & Direction
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Secondary Research 

https://www-statista-com.ezproxy.wpunj.edu/statistics/1199473/amount-of-food-waste-generated-in-the-united-states-by-sector/
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Motivation to change your lifestyle

Main waste

New trend

People are willing to try more diversified purchase
methods, such as buying ingredients online.

People waste more leftovers (takeaways) and
fresh fruits & vegetables in their daily life.

Reduce unnecessary food expenses, eat fresher
food, and live a healthier life.

Name: Lisa
Age: 23
Occupation: College Student
Living condition: Live in a rented house with two other friends.

Name: Daniel 
Age: 27
Occupation: Project manager
Living condition: Living in an apartment with girlfriend.

Lisa is very good at food planning and purchase ingredients online every week,
she often interrupts her food plan due to her busy schoolwork.

Daniel has little plan for his food. He and his girlfriend order takeaways or eat in
restaurants most of the time. Moreover, they buy too much fresh produce in
market and usually forget to eat them. 

Little plan Eat outside

Over purchase forget eat

Like plan Cook at home

Order online No time to eat

Design Insight & Personas 



This week Next week

PLAN ONLINE PURCHASE STORAGE USE

View saved
recipe online

Check fridge
inventory

Choose
ingredients

Decide the
quantity

Pay the bill Wait delivery 
Sub-packing of
ingredients

Put it in the
refrigerator

Cook the ingredients

There is
ingredients rot

Not sure what
size to buy

Waiting time is
about 30
minutes to 3
hours

Produced lots
plastic waste
Spent a lot of
time

The partition
inside of
refrigerator is not
suitable for me

Food plan interrupted by
study plan
Having no time to cook and
forgetting the ingredients.

bought more
food because
of discounts &
interest

 ORDER MEAL ONLINE STORAGEEAT

Choose a food
store

Decide the
dishes

Pay the bill Wait them
Put leftovers in 
 refrigerator

Throw away leftovers from
a few days ago

Many dishes left

The size of
each dish is
too large

Waiting time is
about 30
minutes to 
1 hour

Don't know how
to keep food
better

Forgot to eat leftovers from
the past. The leftovers taste
bad

The dishes are too large to
finish

PURCHASE IN MARKET 

Go to market to buy
fresh fruit and milk

buy too much fresh
produce because it is
fresh and eye-catching.

Journey Map



Targeting people who have NOT married or formed a stable family relationship

Especially 18-30 years old young people

By optimizing food planning, purchasing process and food storage system at home

Promote the sustainable development of food and the environment

And  reduce the financial expenditure of food (balance the financial expenditure)

To help young people eat healthier and fresher food

Design Briefs



User Scenario

Put fresh produce into FreshBox Put the FreshBox in the apartment refrigerator

View and manage the FreshBox in the
refrigerator anytime from your mobile phone

Edit purchasing plan of ingredients
Check the ingredients status in FreshBox
Manage & reminder the ingredients in your FreshBox



No need to buy an expensive
smart fridge to get this service

Freely share refrigerators with
roommates with FreshBoxes

Manage ingredients and receive
reminders on your phone anytime

Easily move to your
new home with
FreshBox

The sensor at the bottom of the
FreshBox will judge the freshness of the
ingredients according to the changes in
the air composition and weight released.



Design Measurements, Dimensions and Details
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